KEY AREAS OF RESEARCH
As primarily a dissemination center, our activities include:

■ Writing, producing, and disseminating web articles and Population Bulletins highlighting recent demographic research findings from other population centers
■ Hosting webinars and blogs to raise awareness of population issues and research findings in a global public audience
■ Organizing and hosting symposia on population topics with policy implications, and posting webcasts of symposia on the CPIPR website
■ Hosting innovative web forums that provide updates and perspectives on recent demographic research relevant to current issues through webinars, reports, articles, panel discussions, and videos

REGIONAL RESEARCH PROJECTS WITH NATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
• The Appalachian Region: A Data Overview From the 2008–2012 American Community Survey
• The Appalachian Region in 2010: A Census Data Overview
• Household Wealth and Financial Security in Appalachia

NATIONAL RESEARCH
• The Demography of Inequality in the United States
• Producing Synthetic Estimates of Children’s Health and Well-Being
• Household Change in the United States
• KIDS COUNT Data Book
• A report on the well-being of girls in the United States
• Analysis of the demographic and economic impact of the recession in the United States
• Well-being of Latino children and families at state and national level
• Well-being of children in California counties, cities, and school districts
• Developing new state- and national-level indices of child well-being for racial and ethnic groups
• Analysis of trends for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods
• Analyzing trends in low-income working families
• The Role of Socioeconomic and Demographic Factors on Trends in U.S. College Completion
• The Effect of Educational Attainment on Adult Mortality in the United States

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH
• 2014 World Population Data Sheet and interactive graphics including What-If Scenarios
• Migration and the Environment
• Noncommunicable Diseases and Youth: A Critical Window of Opportunity for Latin America and the Caribbean
• The World’s Youth 2013 Data Sheet
• The Status of Adolescents and Young People in Sub-Saharan Africa
• Achieving a Demographic Dividend

COLLABORATIONS WITH STATE AND NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
• Population Association of America
• University of Colorado Population Center
• Hopkins Population Center, Johns Hopkins University
• The Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars

KEY FUNDING AGENCIES
• Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
• Annie E. Casey Foundation
• William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
• Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
• USAID
• David and Lucile Packard Foundation
• Lucile Packard Foundation for Children’s Health
• Girl Scouts of the USA
• Health Resources and Services Administration

RESEARCH TO NEWS (2014)
• Al Jazeera America, Dec. 30, 2014: “U.S. Population Growth Rate Continues at Near Historic Lows” (Mark Mather)
• Al Jazeera America, Dec. 10, 2014: “U.S. Birthrate Continues to Slow Because of Recession” (Mark Mather)
• Wall Street Journal, Dec. 4, 2014: “Baby Bust Threatens Growth” (Mark Mather)
• Wall Street Journal, Times-Picayune (New Orleans), Gawker, Financial Orbit, Nov. 18, 2014: “Where Do Poverty and Inequality in the U.S. Overlap?” (Mark Mather and Beth Jarosz)
• National Journal, Oct. 31, 2014: “Condoms Fight Climate Change, but Nobody Wants to Talk About It” (Jason Bremner)
• Scientific American, Oct. 30, 2014: “Birth Control Could Help the Environment, But Not Quickly” (Jason Bremner)
• Bloomberg News, Oct. 6, 2014: “In Seinfeld Nation, Millennials Delay Marriage for Selfie” (Mark Mather)
• Wall Street Journal, Oct. 2, 2014: “What if American Women Never Have the Children They Delayed Because of the Recession?” (Mark Mather)
• Al Jazeera America, Sept. 18, 2014: “World Population Growing Not Slowing” (Carl Haub)
• Bloomberg News, Sept. 16, 2014: “Fewer Millennial Moms Show U.S. Birth Rate Drop Lasting” (Mark Mather)
• Al Jazeera America, August 26, 2014: “Go North, Young Woman: Girl Scout Survey Reveals Shortcomings of South” (Mark Mather)
• Minneapolis Star Tribune, July 5, 2014: “Retirees are Writing Their Own Second Acts” (Mark Mather)
• Al Jazeera America, May 29, 2014: “US Teen Pregnancy Rate Falls to Historic Low” (Carl Haub)
• USA Today, May 29, 2014: “Teen Births and Birth Rate Fall 10% in a Year” (Carl Haub)
• Thomson Reuters, May 27, 2014: “Iran’s Population Drive Worries Women’s Rights, Health Advocates” (Farzaneh Roudi)
• Virgin Islands Daily News, May 7, 2014: “V.I. Youth Population Sees Steep Decline” (Mark Mather)
• Wall Street Journal, May 1, 2014: “Signs of a Coming Baby Boomlet in the U.S., Driven by Older Moms” (Mark Mather)
• Financial Times, April 11, 2014: “Population Growth in Sub-Saharan Africa Raises Food Supply Alarm” (Jason Bremmer)
• Wall Street Journal, March 27, 2014: “Smallville, USA, Fades Further: Migration Trend Underlines Economic Shift as Young People Chase Jobs in Cities” (Mark Mather)
• National Public Radio, March 25, 2014: “Senate Slugfest Highlights Hawaii’s Changing Political Landscape” (Mark Mather)
• Al Jazeera America, March 19, 2014: “Living Las Vegas: Sun Belt Cities Offer New Take on Race” (Kelvin Pollard)
• Tampa Tribune, Jan. 12, 2014: “New York Feeding Florida Growth” (Mark Mather)

RESEARCH TO POLICY
• “The Demography of Inequality in the United States.” PRB webinar with Mark Mather and Beth Jarosz, November 2014
• “Migration and the Environment.” PRB Webinar with Lori M. Hunter and Jason Bremmer, September 2014
• Co-sponsor and Moderator of Congressional Briefing, “The War on Poverty: 50 Years Later and the Battle Continues.” Rayburn Office Building, Washington, DC, June 2014
• “Global Family Planning Goals and Measurement: Where Are We Now?” PRB/JHU 6th Annual Symposium on Policy and Health with Scott Radloff and Emily Sonneveldt, June 2014
• “The Global Challenge of Managing Migration.” PRB Webinar with Philip Martin, January 2014